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Abstract

Formal models can facilitate the development of organizational theory. The complex, adaptive, non-linear nature of human endeavor makes computational models a particularly useful type of formal model for exploring organizational behavior. Researchers, however, rarely contrast such models with empirical data. Further, researchers tend not to contrast such models with other such models. This paper presents results from the artificial organization project and demonstrates how contrasting models with each other and with empirical data can facilitate the development of more veridical organizational models. Specifically, this paper examines whether certain organizational models, differing only with respect to the cognitive limitations of, and adaptability or general intelligence of the agents are better or worse predictors of the behavior of similar organizations composed of humans. It is shown that, not only do different agent models predict different levels of organizational performance, they also predict different relative standings for different organizational structures. Finally, the adequacy of organizations composed of simple computational agents for predicting the behavior of organizations composed of humans appears to increase as the complexity of the organizational structure increases.
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1. Introduction

Formal models of organizational structure and behavior demonstrate that: (a) there is no one optimal organizational design; (b) structural constraints, task constraints, and
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cognitive constraints on information processing activities can dictate organizational outcomes; and (c) useful policy implications require the models to contain task information. Further, despite Cyert and March's (1963) early example and emphasis on relating formal models to empirical observations, few researchers have provided even rudimentary empirical tests of any formal model of organizational structure let alone contrasted alternate models. In this paper, these alternate models of organizations are contrasted with each other and comparable data drawn from human experiments. These models all belong in the CORP simulation framework and they vary on a single parameter — how individual agents make decisions. These alternative formal models involve four distinct representations of decision making: two involving experiential learning strategies, one using a standard operating procedure (SOP), and one in which the model's decision making agent is replaced by human operators.

CORP is a framework for simulating the performance of organizations with different designs, subject to different external environments, and composed of model "agents" with different "cognitive" capabilities. CORP type models have been used to provide insight into various issues of organizational theory such as the role of organizational design in affecting performance (Carley, 1991, Carley, 1992), the role of stress in organizations (Carley and Lin, 1995), the impact of individual's personality style on organizational performance (Lin and Carley, 1993), and the ability of computational models to simulate social and organizational agents (Carley and Prienula, 1994, Prienula and Carley, 1994). This sensitivity analysis provides an insight into which features of the model agents, and of human behavior, are driving the observed organizational results. Further, this analysis demonstrates that by taking a structural information processing approach and critically examining the role of cognition, task, and structure it is possible to link micro-level theories of organizational behavior to macro-level theories.

The work presented here is part of the larger artificial organization project, a multi-year, interdisciplinary project. The goal of the artificial organization project is to develop and test a computational theory of organizations in which: (1) organizations are dynamic entities composed of intelligent adaptive agents each of whom has multiple areas of expertise and is working on one or more complex tasks, (2) the flow of information within the organization and the cost of "running" the organization is determined by the organizational design, and (3) organizational performance is determined relative to the task(s). This project is relatively unique as it is one of the few studies where computational models are contrasted with empirical data and with each other.

2. General approach

In order to compare the behavior of human and artificial organizations a series of experiments, both human and simulation, were run in which the task, organizational
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The CORP framework is a simulation tested designed to allow the researcher to compare and contrast the performance of organizations with different designs subject to different types of operating conditions. CORP models are artificial organizations composed of complex adaptive agents with task-specific abilities. Within CORP the researcher can choose the method of decision making and learning employed by the agents, the type of organizational design, the type of task environment, and the type of task difficulties faced by the organization.
design, and measures of performance were identical provides an orientation to this project. In Fig. 1, for each variable that is varied the categories are enumerated. The basic analysis contrasts three different “agent models” and the human agent experiment in four different organizational designs (characterized by two different organizational structures and two different resource access structures) under two different operating conditions. Across all experiments the focus is on organizational performance in terms of the relative frequency (accuracy) with which the organization makes the right decision.

Performance is potentially affected by the organization’s design, the cognitive or information processing capabilities of the agents in the organization, the operating conditions, the task, and the task environment faced by the organization. Typically, in the
past, researchers have contrasted the performance and learning behavior of the model with the performance and learning behavior of the "average" human for single person tasks. In this paper, however, the focus is on a multi-person task and the contrast is at the organizational rather than the individual level. Due to this focus multiple organizations (teams and hierarchies, blocked and distributed) are examined under both feedback and non-feedback conditions within each experiment.

The critical difference across the four experiments is the "nature" of the agents. The three model simulation experiments are conducted within the CORP simulation framework using simple agent models. These models are the experiential learning model (ELM) under both complete training (F-ELM) and limited training (M-ELM), and the procedural model (SOP). The fourth experiment is a human experiment. To contrast the different organizations, the organizational designs are held constant and the agents' decisions (artificial or human) are simply substituted for each other.

ELM agents are computational agents who learn from their experience using a simple incremental learning rule. The more experience they have (the more problems they have seen) the greater their training. These agents make their decisions by relying on their experience about what they have seen in the past. Experiential learning is widely recognized as existing in organizations and the particular model used follows from the extensively studied Bush and Mosteller (1955)-type model of individual learning. SOP agents are computational agents who do not learn and make decisions by following standard operating procedures. Many organizations operate exclusively under a procedural system. Additional details about these agents will be provided later. Experiential and procedural (SOP) agents are contrasted as one of the major debates in organizational design is over whether organizations should employ professionals who follow their own experience or should rely on procedurally trained novices (Scott, 1987).

2.1. Task: The radar task

The task used is a ternary classification choice task often referred to as a radar task. In the radar task (which is highly stylized), the organization must determine whether the "blip" on the screen is a hostile aircraft, a flock of geese, or a civilian aircraft. The radar task is a fixed choice task similar to that used by many researchers interested in organizational design (Hollenbeck et al. 1991; Igen et al. 1991; Tang et al. 1992).

In the radar task, there is a single aircraft in the airspace at a time. This aircraft is uniquely characterized by nine pieces of information (each representing a different characteristic) such that each piece of information is either a 1, 2, or a 3 (representing a low, medium, or high value on that characteristic). On the basis of these nine characteristics, the organization must determine for each observed aircraft whether that craft is friendly (=1), neutral (=2), or hostile (=3). At each time period the organization is faced with a single aircraft. This craft is randomly chosen from the set of 19683 possible aircraft with replacement. The radar task represents a series of distributed decision making problems such that each problem is similar to (but not identical to) previous problems. The organization is assumed to have personnel who can access raw

*Tasks such as these have been referred to as quasi-repetitive integrated decision making tasks (Carley, 1992).*
data (the analysts) and who can evaluate this information and coordinate with other organizational members to make this determination before the aircraft changes position in the airspace. The problems are sufficiently complex that no one agent has access to all the information necessary to make the decision. Decisions are made by integrating decisions made by distributed agents on different aspects of the task rather than by consensus (Bood and Gasser, 1988, Carley, 1992).

For each time period, i.e. for each aircraft, there is a “true” state and an organizational guess or decision about the nature of that aircraft’s state. The true state of the aircraft is algorithmically defined given the nine characteristics of the observed aircraft. The true state of the aircraft is determined by simply adding the values of the nine characteristics. If this sum is less than 17 the true state is friendly, if this sum is greater than 19 the true state is hostile, otherwise the true state is neutral. This is referred to as an unbiased (all outcomes equally likely) decomposable (all characteristics are equally weighted and have equal impact in determining the outcome) task.

Each organization (regardless of its design or the type of agents) is given a set of 60 problems. These 60 problems are divided into two sets of 30. Each set of 30 was selected randomly from the set of 19683 possible aircraft such that one third of those selected problems were from each of the friendly, neutral, and hostile categories. All organizations face the same set of 60 problems. For the first 30 problems the organizations received feedback as to what was the correct answer for that problem. For the second set of 30 problems no feedback was provided.

2.2. Organizational design

There are two parts to the organizational design – the resource access structure and the organizational structure (see Fig. 2). The resource access structure defines who has access to which raw information about the observed aircraft. The organizational structure defines who reports to whom within the organization and hence how decisions are reached.

The personnel in the organization who can access raw information on the aircraft are referred to as analysts. Analysts can access information on only three of the nine aircraft characteristics. When analysts access this information they do not actually observe a radar screen. Rather, they are essentially receiving a report that simply states information of the form “speed is low, range is high, angle is medium.” Analysts observe this information and make a recommendation as to whether they think the aircraft is friendly, neutral, or hostile. All managers only examine the recommendations of their subordinates. Managers make a recommendation of the state of the aircraft on the basis of the recommendations passed to them by their subordinates.

Which analyst has access to which information is defined by the resource access structure. In this paper, two different resource access structures are contrasted – the blocked and the distributed. In the blocked structure three analysts see exactly the same information. In contrast, in the distributed structure each analyst sees a completely different set of three characteristics. While the analysts have some information in common they should still have distinct mental models.

Which agent passes information to which other agent and so how the organizational decision is made is defined by the organizational structure. In this paper, two different
organizational structures are contrasted—team and hierarchy. Teams are characterized by not having a manager and by the organizational decision simply being the majority vote given the opinions of the analysts. Hierarchies are characterized quite simply as a team of analysts reporting to a single manager. In this case, the manager makes the organizational decision.

Overall, four organizational designs are considered—team blocked, team distributed, hierarchy blocked, hierarchy distributed. These four designs, though simple, allow us to examine the impact of altering the agent model at both the staff and managerial level and when consensus should and should not exist. These variations will provide insight into the
conditions under which the nature of the agent actually affects organizational performance.

2.3. Operating conditions

The operating conditions determine the extent to which the organization is faced with externalities such as missing information, erroneous information, turnover, missing personnel, and so forth. In this paper, all organizations are operating under ideal operating conditions in terms of incoming information. That is, nothing is going wrong, there is no missing or erroneous information, no missing personnel, no turnover. The main operating difference is the presence of feedback for the first 30 problems and the absence of feedback for the second 30.

2.4. Performance

As previously noted, performance is defined in terms of accuracy. Two different indicators will be used – accuracy and severity of error. Accuracy is measured as the percentage of the 30 problems for which the organizational decision matches the true decision. Severity of error is measured as the percentage of errors that are severe (see Table 1). Recall that one third of the problems seen by the organization are actually friendly, one third are neutral, and one third are hostile.

3. Agent models

In all organizations, regardless of the design, there are a set of agents. There are nine agents in the team and ten in the hierarchy. All agents in the same organization, regardless of whether they are analysts or managers, are of the same type. Four types of agents are considered. These agents vary in how they make their decision or recommendation and in what information they remember from one problem to the next. Regardless of what type of agent they are, all analysts see exactly three pieces of information and all managers see exactly nine pieces of information. Further analysts only see information about the aircraft’s characteristics and managers only see the analysis recommendations.
3.1. Experiential learning model

Agents based on the experiential learning model (ELM) have perfect memories of the frequencies with which each pattern that they have encountered in the past is associated with each of the three outcomes (friendly, neutral or hostile). Analysts, who see three pieces of information, have information about 27 patterns. Managers, who see nine pieces of information, have information about 19683 patterns. Agents keep track of the percentage of times when they observed that pattern when a particular outcome (friendly, neutral, or hostile) occurred. Thus, an agent may know that 50% of the time when it saw a pattern, the aircraft was truly friendly, 50% of the time it was neutral, and 30% of the time it was hostile. As the agent gains experience these percentages change. ELM agents perfectly follow their experience. Thus, when faced with new information they will first determine which pattern they are observing, and then they will choose as their decision that outcome which occurred with the highest probability in the past given that pattern. Note, this makes these agents insensitive to sample size and effectively overconfident in their decisions.

For example, imagine that the agent is an analyst and sees information about three of the aircraft’s features. The agent may have learned that the speed is low (1), the direction is medium (2), and the radar type is hostile (3). This is the pattern 123. The agent will locate the percentages associated with this pattern. Imagine that, in the past, 20% of the time when this pattern was seen the aircraft was friendly, 50% neutral, and 30% hostile. Thus the agent will, after having seen this pattern, decide that the aircraft is neutral. Further, the agent knows how often it has seen a pattern. Imagine that the agent has seen this pattern 10 times. Now, it has just seen it again. After making its decision the agent is told the true state of the aircraft. Imagine that the aircraft is truly hostile. Now the agent updates its memory from 10 to 11 occurrences and a frequency of 2 friendly, 5 neutral, and 4 hostile. The new probabilities are now friendly at 18.18%, neutral at 45.45% and hostile at 36.36%. Given this learning procedure a fully-trained analyst (one who has seen 19683 tasks) will act as a majority classifier. That is, the probabilities will be such that the agent’s decision will be friendly if the majority of the inputs are low, neutral if the majority are moderate, and hostile if the majority are high.

As the ELM agent examines more problems its knowledge base grows. Thus, ELM agents will behave differently depending on the level of their training. Herein two levels of training are considered. In F-ELM each agent has seen all 19683 problems and is operating on the basis of complete training. F-ELM analyses act as majority classifiers. In M-ELM each agent has seen only 10 problems, the same 10 problems that humans face in their training period. Thus, while they are becoming majority classifiers they are not quite there.

3.2. Procedural model

Agents based on the procedural model (SOP) have perfect memories of the rules that they are to apply when faced with a new problem. They do not track their experience. These agents learn a series of standard operating procedures and then always follow them. These agents do not adjust their behavior given feedback. The particular standard
operating procedures followed are based on a majority rule classification. The agent makes its decision by contrasting the sum of the values associated with those pieces of information available to it with some cutoff. For analysts the three rules followed are: (1) if the sum is ≤5 then report friendly, (2) if the sum is ≥7 then report hostile, and (3) if the sum is >5 and <7 report neutral. Training does not affect the SOP model. These agents act the same regardless of the number of problems they have faced. The SOP and F-ELM analyst, in the limit, exhibit identical behavior.

3.3. Human experiments

The fourth type of agent model is not really a model but humans themselves. Data on human behavior were collected through a series of experiments in which the subjects did the radar task (Carley and Prietula, 1992, Carley and Prietula, 1993). The experiment has a staged design. First, data were collected from all subjects at the analyst position. Second, the results of these analysts’ recommendations were combined in different ways and given to the subjects in the managerial positions. The experiment is physically run by having subjects, individually, log into a “radar” program that trains them, provides them with information on the nature of the aircraft, records their responses, and provides them with feedback on the accuracy of their recommendations. Results are gathered in such a fashion that only one subject need be present at a time.

First subjects were trained on 10 problems. Then they faced 30 problems with feedback and then 30 without feedback. Each subject acting as an analyst saw information on only three characteristics for each of 60 problems. The subjects/analysts were given information on one aircraft at a time and the information was in the form “speed is low, range is high, angle is medium.” The subjects/analysts were then asked if they thought the aircraft was friendly, neutral, or hostile. After the subjects/analysts provided their recommendation, they were asked for their confidence in their decision. Each subject acting as a manager saw for these same 30 problems only information on the opinion of the 9 analysts in his or her group. The subjects/managers were given information on one aircraft at a time and the information was in the form “analyst one thinks the aircraft is friendly, analyst two thinks that the aircraft is neutral, analyst three thinks that the aircraft is hostile.” The subjects/managers were then asked if they thought the aircraft was friendly, neutral, or hostile. After the subjects/managers provided their recommendation, they were asked for their confidence in their decision. In all cases, the subject’s decision and the time to make that decision were collected automatically. This procedure basically substitutes human decisions for the decisions made by the artificial agents in the CORF framework.

These 60 problems were the first and second of four sequences of problems seen by the subjects. Overall, the subjects saw 120 problems such that the first set contained 30 problems with characteristics a, b, c with feedback, the second set contained 30 problems with characteristics a, b, c without feedback, the third set contained 30 problems with characteristics d, e, f with feedback, and the fourth set contained 30 problems with characteristics d, e, f without feedback and with equipment failures (so that the subject misses some incoming information). In this paper, only data from the first 30 problems, those for which feedback was received, are considered.
4. Results

Let us compare the performance of these various organizations as the model of the agent is altered. This comparison addresses two questions. First, does the model of the agent within the organization matter to the organization's performance? And second, which formal model more closely approximates the behavior of organizations of humans.

All three artificial agents are limited in their intelligence to procedures needed for this specific radar task. All agents (human and artificial) are boundedly rational. ELM agents have the fewest bounds on their intelligence. While the SOP agents are the most bounded of the artificial agents, humans are expected to have more bounds on them than any artificial agents as the artificial agents have perfect, albeit limited memories. M-ELM agents have had less training than F-ELM agents and are thus both more flexible than F-ELM agents (their decision structures are not fixed yet) and more limited (less knowledge). Humans are expected to have imperfect and limited memories. F-ELM and M-ELM agents have identical abilities to adapt, although the M-ELM agents have time to learn and so the adaptation will be more noticeable. SOP agents are not adaptive. Humans are expected to be the most generally intelligent, flexible, and adaptive of all agents. General intelligence is seen as being affected by the multiplicity of tasks that the agent can do, the multiplicity of mechanisms for adaptation held by the agent, and the flexibility of the agent. If we rank the agents from low to high in terms of adaptability or general intelligence the order is SOP, F-ELM, M-ELM, Human. Further, humans are much more adaptable and generally intelligent than any of the artificial agents. Given these differences we expect that if the agent's capabilities matter to the organization then organizational performance will vary as the type of agent within the organization varies.

Results in terms of accuracy across all 60 problems are shown in Table 2. All pairs of means with a difference greater than 1.7 are statistically significantly different at the 0.005 level using a standard t-test. First, we see that adding cognitive constraints, increasing the general intelligence, or increasing the adaptiveness of the agents tends to decrease organizational performance; i.e. F-ELM and SOP outperform M-ELM which in turn outperforms humans. Second, we see that the artificial SOP agents are very suited to this task (i.e. performance is high under all organizational designs). Third, we see that the impact of organizational structure tends to vary with agent model. There is direct evidence of interaction effects between agent model and organizational design. For example, organizations composed of humans exhibit their highest performance in a team with a distributed structure and lowest performance in a one-tier hierarchy with a blocked

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Hierrarchy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Blocked</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELM</td>
<td>full</td>
<td>85.3%</td>
<td>85.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELM</td>
<td>min</td>
<td>78.3%</td>
<td>71.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOP</td>
<td>full/min</td>
<td>81.7%</td>
<td>85.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Experiment</td>
<td>full/min</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>56.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
structure. In contrast, organizations composed of M-ELM agents exhibit their performance when the organizational structure is a blocked team, and the lowest when the structure is a distributed hierarchy. Finally, we see that while no model is adequate for explaining the teams of humans, the F-ELM model is comparable to humans when the agents are in a hierarchy.

Now consider the distribution of errors. In Table 3 we see that only organizations composed of SOP agents make no severe errors. In addition, organizations of humans make the most severe errors. As with accuracy, we see that the impact of organizational structure on organizational performance varies with the agent model. Further, when the agents are arranged in a hierarchy, the F-ELM model most closely resembles the human model terms of performance.

As the organization faces these 60 problems several things are happening. First, the agents in the organization are presumably learning from feedback (all except SOP agents who cannot learn). Second, the organizations receive feedback for the first 30 problems and they do not receive feedback for the second 30 problems. These results are shown in Fig. 3.

In examining these figures we see that, in most cases, the computational models exhibit performance improvements even in the absence of feedback. The computational agents are still not learning but are exhibiting better performance due to applying information previously learned. In contrast, we see that organizations of humans do worse when there is no feedback. In certain cases, such as the blocked hierarchy, an artificial organization is a strikingly good model of human behavior, but not in general. As an additional point, F-ELM and M-ELM typically exhibit more severe errors in the feedback condition than in the no-feedback condition; while the opposite is the case for humans. The SOP model has no severe errors in either condition.

Even the SOP model exhibits an increase in performance when there is no feedback. The SOP agents cannot learn. Thus, feedback is actually irrelevant to their behavior. The observed increase in performance is due to the particular problems in the second set of 30 being less ambiguous than the first 30, given the particular sops used. In contrast, any improvement in performance under ELM is due to applying newly learned rules. For organizations of humans, you see a dip in performance when they stop receiving feedback and then later the organization's performance improves as they become accustomed to the lack of feedback. This dip only occurs for the F-ELM model (due to problem ambiguity). In fact, in terms of over-time behavior, F-ELM exhibits the pattern most similar to
Fig. 3. Impact of feedback on each organizational design.

humans – see Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, the average accuracy across all organizational designs for each agent averaged across five problems is shown. Note, only F-ELM and the human organizations show the initial rise, fall, then three rises, then the dip after problem 30.
Finally, the relative performance averaged across all organizational designs for all problems with the same true outcome is examined (Fig. 5). Organizations of artificial agents are more likely to make the correct decision when the aircraft is friendly or hostile. For these models, the characteristics of aircrafts that are neutral are, from an organizational standpoint, ambiguous and so the organizations are more likely to misclassify them. Organizations of F-ELM agents are the best at handling hostile craft. Like humans, the F-ELM agents have a tendency to over predict hostility. Organizations of human agents tend to be as poor at classifying friendly craft as neutral craft. The fact
that organizations of humans do worse than organizations of F-ELM agents is due in part to humans misclassifying friendly aircraft.

5. Discussion

This paper addressed two basic questions. Does the model of the agent within the organization matter to the organization’s performance? And, which formal model more closely approximates the behavior of organizations of humans. The answer to the first is yes, and to the second – it depends.

The strong interaction between agent model and organizational design suggests that organizational theorists need to increase their attention to the way in which humans in organizations are characterized. These results have multiple interpretations. First, they suggest that training is a stronger determinant of organizational performance than
organizational design. Second, they suggest that simple models of agent behavior may not be adequate for accurately predicting organizational performance at the small group or micro level; but may be accurate at a more macro level. In particular, simple models of agent behavior, such as ELM, may be adequate when we are dealing with more complex organizational structures and when the information is filtered through a chain of command. Third, they suggest that organizational researchers should be careful when making attributions regarding organizational performance. Consider the interaction between hierarchy and the manager model. When the manager is an ELM or human agent and the organization is a hierarchy performance is degraded. This might seem to suggest that a different model is needed for agents who view decisions and agents who view raw data. In actuality, however, this is not the case. The lower performance is due to the manager having, in effect, a harder job. Managers have to learn associations based on nine pieces of information rather than the three that analysts examine. For agents following SOPs the amount of information examined is irrelevant. For ELM agents the more pieces of information the agents must contend with the slower they learn. This results in lower (or lagged) performance for M-ELM agents compared to F-ELM agents. For F-ELM managers more information corresponds to an increased number of opportunities for raw information to be incorrectly summarized by analysts, and hence lower performance. Humans may be suffering from both these effects. Future work might explore how the interaction between formal position in the organization and agent model interact further to affect organizational performance.

These results should be viewed with caution. First, the performance of the computational organizations is contrasted with the performance of a single human organization. The extent to which these human organizations are representative is an open question. A second analysis contrasting four human organizations in the distributed hierarchy suggests that these results are representative as all reported results hold.

An examination of these results suggests ways of modifying agent models so that organizations of such agents more closely resemble the behavior of organizations of humans. Overall, the F-ELM model exhibits behavior more typical of humans than do the other models. Clearly F-ELM and human organizations both exhibit a bias toward correctly interpreting some extreme situations (better at hostile aircrafts). For F-ELM, there is a bias in being better at both extremes. Not so for humans. Clearly organizations of F-ELM agents can outperform organizations of humans. What is interesting is that the difference in behavior is apparently not caused by the level of training. Even M-ELM agents who have identical training to humans outperform humans. Moreover, the M-ELM organizations exhibit behavior more qualitatively different from human organizations than do F-ELM organizations. Clearly organizations of F-ELM agents, unlike humans, are not affected by the lack of feedback. What is interesting is that the absence of feedback may not, in and of itself, be detrimental to performance. One might expect that in the absence of feedback the organization's behavior would remain constant as the individual agents cannot learn. This is what happens in the simulation models. For human organizations, however, performance is initially degraded and then learning continues and performance improves. These differences suggest that a more adequate model of the organizational agent should consider decision biases and agent limitations other than lack of training (e.g. memory loss), and variations in feedback.
These results demonstrate that the development of more veridical organizational models is greatly facilitated by doing both cross model comparisons and comparisons with empirical data. This research increases our understanding of the role of agent capabilities in affecting organizational performance. It moves us a step closer to developing social artificial agents and increases our ability to observe emergent social phenomena (Carley and Newell, 1994). It demonstrates that in order to explain and predict organizational behavior in terms of the behavior of each individual in the organization, greater attention needs to be paid to the way in which the individual agents are modeled, even for relatively simple tasks such as the radar task.
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